
“For a typical e-commerce store, 57% 

of visitors will use the search feature; 

they are 2.7 times more likely to 

make a purchase if they find the 

product they want.”

 -Moz.com

Onsite Search: 
The Key to Conversion

Continuous Optimization 

As your inventory changes, so do your search results. 

Integrate with our application programming interface 

(API) to send your most popular queries on a daily, 

weekly or monthly basis, ensuring your search always 

produces high-quality results.

Identify and Fix ProblemsIdentify and Fix Problems

Our workforce helps you identify problematic 

searches and implement solutions. Our tagging and 

attribute enrichment solutions can be implemented 

as a subsequent step in the workflow process so 

problematic queries are repaired without any internal 

effort.

Test New Search AlgorithmsTest New Search Algorithms

As you make changes to your site search, our workers 

perform searches on your staging site and provide 

instant feedback on your changes. Using your 

production website, we benchmark every query and 

then test those queries, letting you see the impact of 

your changes across a large query set.

Elements of Search Relevance Solutions

Our workforce is carefully selected to replicate your customers' demographics, so their 

answers closely align with those of your customers. With more than 50,000 workers ready 

to participate in our search relevancy tests, we can produce results virtually in real time.

Our search relevance solutions assure that shoppers find 
relevant products when searching your site. Improving site 
search is a guaranteed way to boost your conversion rate.

Our targeted workforce replicates the demographics 
of your customers and produces results virtually in real time. 
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